ASHRAE Montréal Scholarships

The Montreal Chapter pursues its mission to support the next generation in the field of building mechanics by giving, through its foundation, two 600$ scholarships to deserving students. One of these scholarships is awarded to an undergraduate university student (Concordia, ETS, McGill, Polytechnique) and the second is for a student in a technical building mechanics program (Ahuntsic, St-Hyacinthe, Trois-Rivières, Vanier).

The following selection criteria will be considered for the granting of awards:

- Financial need
- Involvement of the candidate in the field of building mechanics and HVAC
- Quality of the cover letter
- Good academic standing
- Full time enrolment, ie. not graduating or going to university (for CEGEP students)

The following documents need to be submitted:

- Cover letter signed by you and the ASHRAE Student Advisor of your school
- Academic transcript (including Fall 2017)
- Curriculum Vitae

Documents must be sent before **April 30, 2018** to:

etudiants@ashraemontreal.org

The awarding of the scholarships will take place during the Student Night Dinner Conference on May 14th 2018 at Club St-James.

Mai Anh Dao, Jr. Eng.
ASHRAE Student Activities Montreal Chapter